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04014042 Novel Testing Procedure for Assessment of Properties of Foamed Warm Mix Asphalt Binders / Hande I. Ozturk and M. Emin Kutay

04014043 Durability of Polymer Infused Roots Used for Soil Stabilization / Miguelangel Saucedo, Drew W. Johnson, Jie Huang, Sazzad Bin-Shafique, Valerie M. Sponsel, and Mark Appleford

04014044 Predicting Residual Tensile Strength of Seven-Wire Strands Using That of Single Wires Exposed to Chloride Environments / Radhakrishna G. Pillai, Kenneth F. Reinschmidt, David Trejo, Paolo Gardoni, and Mary Beth D. Hueste


04014046 Sympathetic Detonation Wave Attenuation Using Polyurethane Foam / Hosam E. Mostafa, Waleed F. Mekky, and Wael W. El-Dakhakhni

04014047 Mechanical Behaviors of Steel Reinforced ECC or ECC/Concrete Composite Beams under Reversed Cyclic Loading / Fang Yuan, Jinlong Pan, Luoting Dong, and C.K.Y. Leung
CASE STUDIES
05014003 Reuse of Fine Quarry Wastes in Pavement: Case Study in Brazil / Lilian Ribeiro de Rezende, Leonardo Ramos da Silveira, Weliton Lima de Araújo, and Marta Pereira da Luz


TECHNICAL NOTES
06014014 Empirical Models for Modulus of Elasticity of HSC Considering the Effect of In Situ Curing Conditions / Jiabin Li, Jianzhuang Xiao, Frank Dehn, and Nguyen Viet Tue

06014015 Effect of Curing Temperature on the Strength of Sand, Coal Fly Ash, and Lime Blends / Nilo Cesar Consoli, Cecília Gravina da Rocha, and Carina Silvani

06014016 Densification of Land Reclamation Sands by Deep Vibratory Compaction Techniques / Myint Win Bo, Arul Arulrajah, Suksun Horpibulsuk, Melvyn Leong, and Mahdi Miri Disfani

06014017 Effect of Plant-Induced Calcite Precipitation on the Strength of Sand / Sung-Sik Park, Sun-Gyu Choi, and In-Hyun Nam

06014018 Evaluation of Particle Size Distribution of Coal Gangue through Fractal Method in Dongkuang Mine, Heshan, China / Zhaohui Tang, Xinxin Dong, Bo Chai, and Yue Yang

06014019 Compressive Strength of Double H Concrete Block Masonry Prisms / Liang Huang, Lejia Liao, Libo Yan, and Hongwei Yi
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04014048 Experiment and Modeling of the Effect of Aggregate Shape on the Chloride Diffusivity of Concrete / Jianjun Zheng, Xinzhu Zhou, Xiaofeng Huang, and Chuanqing Fu

04014049 Effect of a Sand Mix Interlayer on Thermal Cracking in Overlays / Yongli Xu, Liyan Shan, and Zhiqi Sun

04014050 Flow and Strength Characteristics of CLSM Using Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag / T. Raghavendra and B.C. Udayashankar

04014051 Potential Uses of Sewage Sludge in Highway Construction / Lêda Christiane de Figueirêdo Lopes Lucena, José Fernando Thomé Juca, Jorge Barbosa Soares, and Manoel Gualberto Portela

04014052 Heterogeneous Finite-Element Modeling of the Dynamic Complex Modulus Test of Asphalt Mixture Using X-ray Computed Tomography / Hao Ying, Mostafa A. Elseifi, Louay N. Mohammad, and Marwa M. Hassan

04014053 Effect of External Loads on Chloride Diffusion Coefficient of Concrete with Fly Ash and Blast Furnace Slag / Li Hongming, Wu Jin, Song Yongji, and Wang Zhe

04014054 Environment-Assisted Degradation of the Bond between Steel and Carbon-Fiber-Reinforced Polymer / Y. Bai, T.C. Nguyen, X.L. Zhao, and R. Al-Mahaidi

04014055 Static Creep and Repeated Load as Rutting Performance Tests for Airport HMA Mix Design / John F. Rushing and Dallas N. Little

04014056 Characteristics and Performance of Cement Modified–Base Course Material in Western Australia / Peerapong Jitsangiam, Suphat Chummeunrat, Tanapon Phenrat, and Hamid Nikraz

04014057 Role of Filler Effect and Pozzolanic Reaction of Biomass Ashes on Hydrated Phase and Pore Size Distribution of Blended Cement Paste / Prinya Chindaprasirt, Theerawat Sinsiri, Wunchock Kroehong, and Chai Jaturapitakkul

04014058 Statistical Determination of Cracking Probability for Mass Concrete / Kyle A. Riding, Jonathan L. Poole, Anton K. Schindler, Maria C.G. Juenger, and Kevin J. Folliard

04014059 Acoustic Emission Historic Index and Frequency Spectrum of Reinforced Concrete under Accelerated Corrosion / M. Di Benedetti, G. Loreto, F. Matta, and A. Nanni


04014061 Experimental Investigation and Numerical Modeling of Peak Shear Stress of Brick Masonry Mortar Joint under Compression / Ataur Rahman and Tamon Ueda

04014062 Crumb Rubber Concrete Performance under Near-Field Blast and Ballistic Demands / Clay Naito, Joe States, Christopher Jackson, and Bryan Bewick

04014063 Nanomechanical Characterization Effect of Mica and Aging on Asphalt Binder / Rafiqul Tarefder, Hasan Faisal, and Helen Sobien

04014064 Evaluation of the Mechanical Properties of Field- and Laboratory-Compacted Hot-Mix Asphalt / Baha Vural Kök, Mehmet Yılmaz, and Taner Alataş
TECHNICAL NOTES

06014020 Fatigue Behavior of Precorrosion Deformed Bars / Shibin Li, Hongwei Tang, Xin Zhang, Wei Sun, and Robert De Bold

DISCUSSIONS AND CLOSURES

07014001 Discussion of "Effect of Testing Method and Strain Rate on Stress-Strain Behavior of Concrete" by Xudong Chen, Shengxing Wu, Jikai Zhou, Yuzhi Chen, and Aiping Qin / José R. Martí-Vargas

07014002 Closure / Xudong Chen, Shengxing Wu, Jikai Zhou, Yuzhi Chen, and Aiping Qin
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TECHNICAL PAPERS
04014067 Efficacy of a Ternary Blend Mixture in Improving Bridge Deck Concrete Durability in Tennessee / Robert Nidiffer, Edwin Burdette, Casey Brown, and Ryan Ankabrandt
04014068 Assessment of Compressive Behavior of Concrete Masonry Prisms Partially Filled by General Mortar / Vladimir G. Haach, Graça Vasconcelos, and Paulo B. Lourenço
04014069 Correlation between Cohesive Crack-Tip Local Fracture Energy and Peak Load in Mortar Beams / Shutong Yang, Xiaozhi Hu, Kezhi Leng, and Yalin Liu
04014070 Weatherability of Stabilized Soil Masonry Materials / F.O. Ogunye
04014071 Research Progresses in Magnesium Phosphate Cement-Based Materials / Nan Yang, Caijun Shi, Jianming Yang, and Yuan Chang
04014072 Pavement Health Monitoring System Based on an Embedded Sensing Network / Wenjing Xue, Linbing Wang, Dong Wang, and Christian Druta
04014073 Fresh and Hardened Properties of Concrete Incorporating Recycled Glass as 100% Sand Replacement / Jared R. Wright, Chris Cartwright, DanFura, and Farshad Rajabipour
04014074 High-Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete: Development and Evaluation as a Repairing Material / Manish Roy, Indrajit Ray, and Julio F. Davalos
04014075 Assessment of Crumb Rubber Concrete for Flexural Structural Members / Clay Naito, Joe States, Christopher Jackson, and Bryan Bewick
04014076 Mechanical Performance of Structural Concrete with the Incorporation of Coarse Recycled Concrete and Ceramic Aggregates / M. Gomes, J. de Brito, and M. Bravo

CASE STUDIES
05014005 Recycling Dredged Sludge in Asphalt Pavement / A. D’Andrea, C. Fustaino, and C. Tozzo

TECHNICAL NOTES
06014021 Water-Void to Cement Ratio Identity of Lightweight Cellular-Cemented Material / Suksun Horpibulsuk, Apichat Suddeepong, Cherdsak Suksiripattananapong, Avirut Chinkulkijniwat, Arul Arulrajah, and Mahdi Miri Disfani

DISCUSSIONS AND CLOSURES
07014003 Discussion of "Tensile Creep Behavior of Concrete Subject to Constant Restraint at Very Early Ages" by Ya Wei and Will Hansen / Yun Lin and Hung-Liang (Roger) Chen
07014004 Closure / Ya Wei and Will Hansen
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